
A palette filled with natural elements, inspired by 
the African veld, enhancing a sense of  balance by 

creating a calm and relaxing space.

BOSVELD
Design Style: Transitional



Roller Blinds
Roman Panel Blinds
Sliding Panel Blinds
Vision Blinds

The fabrics below can be 
manufactured as a Roller, Roman 
Panel or as a Sliding Panel Blind.

Rollers offer simple up-down 
operation, Roman Panels fold up to 
the top of  the window and feature 
distinct horizontal panels. 

Sliding Panels feature hanging 
panels that slide to the left or right 
of  your window.

Vision blinds feature a double layer 
of  fabric with alternating sheer and 
translucent horizontal bands. By 
lifting the blind the blind alternates 
between view and privacy settings

- Blockout Fabrics - - Screen Fabrics - - Light Filter Fabrics - - Vision Fabrics - 

Oslo Hazel

Carnival Garden Green Lazio Parchment

Herringbone Oatmeal Lucca Grey

Hamburg Taupe

Meadow Lark

TexScreen Birch

SheerWeave 4500 Linen

Geneva Tundra

Mendoza Beige

SunBlock Tempo

Willow Birch White



Wood Venetian
Retro Venetian
Ripple Shade Blind

Allusion Blind
Bamboo Blinds

Cellular Blinds
Outdoor Blinds
Altra Shutter

Venetian Blinds offer control 
of  privacy and light. Tilt the 
horizontal slats or lift the blind 
completely when required.

Wood Venetians feature painted or 
stained wood slats.

Retro Venetians are a combination 
of  aluminium slats combined with 
wood valances and trims.

The Ripple Shade (also known 
as a wave or ripple curtain) is a 
contemporary window treatment 
that brings a delicate soft flow to 
your window covering. Draped 
with a perfect blend of  aesthetics 
and functionality.

Allusion Blinds really come 
into their own in larger 
windows and folding doors 
where their unique flowing 
fabric vanes allow you to enjoy 
both light and privacy. The 
Allusion Blind allows you to 
quickly adjust between views 
to the outside and privacy and 
light control by simply tilting 
the vanes. 

Bamboo Blinds help bring a 
touch of  nature into the home. 
Made from bamboo, jute, 
grass and wood they blend 
stylishly into both traditional 
and modern decors while 
they gently filter light into 
your room, creating a calm 
and soothing ambience with 
diffused views of  the outside.

The incredibly efficient cellular blinds not only 
look great but also help keep energy costs down. 
Their unique honeycomb structure creates a thermal 
barrier between the room and window to provide 
additional insulation. 

The Outdoor Blind is the modern alternative for 
your patio. The hi-tech fabrics manage heat and 
glare on your patio while maintaining the view. 
The Outdoor Blind will allow you maximum use of  
your external entertainment areas by stopping heat 
and glare and also providing a degree of  weather 
protection while maintaining your view.

Altra Shutters allow for you to control light and 
privacy by tilting the adjustable slats. The Altra 
Aluminium Shutter is designed to simulate the 
appearance and clean lines of  a timber plantation 
shutter, whilst delivering all the strength and 
benefits of  an Aluminium shutter. 

- Ripple Shade & Allusion - - Venetian - - Bamboo & Cellular - - Altra Shutter & Outdoor - 

Perth PewterBasswood Sahara Khartoum 123 White Satin

SheerWeave 4500 LinenHalo MushroomHorizon PewterRetro WG129 Fennel Printed

Congo 118

Luna Parchment



CONTACT

www.blinddesigns.co.za


